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Today we will…
✘ Employ mixed methods research to inform 

information literacy instruction
✘ Discuss evaluation criteria used by healthcare 

professionals
✘ Design information literacy instruction to address 

evidence-based needs

Link to slides: tinyurl.com/loex2022 

https://tinyurl.com/loex2022


outline
First stop: The what, the why, and the how

Next: Toolkit, and steps towards evidence-based 
instruction

Finally: Review and time for questions



The what, the why, and the how
● Information literacy instruction

✗ Searching, finding, evaluating information

✗ Academic information literacy - sufficient?

● Preparing for professional information practices
✗ What is the information behavior of <insert group>?

✗ What are their research practices?

✗ Do these match our instruction?

● Toolkit
✗ Process to establish information behavior

✗ Inform instructional practices

✗ Advocating for curricular change



Building an Evidence-Based Information Literacy 
Instruction Toolkit
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Advocating for Changes04

Extracting Evidence01

Translating into Instruction02

Creating Narratives03

Things to consider based on 
previous research

_______________________________

Instruction examples
_______________________________

Future research directions
_______________________________

Quick writes to build 
your own toolkit



Extracting Evidence01



01: Extracting Evidence from Literature & Research

✘ Workplace information literacy from library organizations, like ACRL 
Framework for Information Literacy in Higher Education (ACRL, 2016)

✘ Professional Information Literacy Competency Standards (Phelps, 2013)
✘ Levels of evidence to evaluate resources (Peterson et al, 2014)
✘ Step back and say to yourself, do my findings represent the profession 

accurately?



Do your own research
✘ 2017: Comprehensive survey to recent alumni of four nursing 

programs in Utah to capture Information practices as nurses 
(Diekema et al., 2019). 

✘ 2021: Same survey doing a deeper dive on evaluation criteria 
they provided and nurses’ confidence levels about their 
evaluation ability (Schvaneveldt et al., 2021).

✘ 2022: New survey specifically geared towards source 
evaluation.



Why nurses seek information 

297
Answer patient questions

244
Consult clinical 

guidelines

243
Check clinical procedures

245
Determine best practices for 

patient care

235
Interpret lab data



Example: PICO 



Preliminary Data from New Study:
Nursing Comments on Evaluating an Article



Quickwrite - Extracting Evidence
Take a few minutes to write down your thoughts
✘ What are the professional information practices of the 

discipline your students are in? That is, how will your 
graduates in the workforce use information? Do you know? 
What are ways to find out? 

✘ What frames within the ACRL Framework for Information 
Literacy in Higher Education would be a good fit for your 
discipline?

✘ What type of study can you dream up to learn more about 
professional information practices?



Translating into Instruction02



02: Translating Research Results into Evidence-Based Instruction

✘ Time constraints: Develop timed in-class information seeking 
activities 

✘ Loss of access: Going beyond traditional subscription databases to 
freely available resources and including colleagues as information 
sources

✘ Unmoored: Building a lifelong learning ethos where we encourage 
seeking librarian assistance or looking at other proprietary sources 
to help make decisions



Example: Lightning Round 



Example: Case-Based Scenarios



Example: Database Throwdown



Example: Free Resources



Example: Guides Geared Toward Alumni



Example: Search Process



deeper dive in what needs to change 



Quickwrite - Translating Research Results into Instruction
Take a few minutes to write down your thoughts

●How would you incorporate workplace or professional 
information practices into future research assignments?

●How can your research assignments help introduce your 
students to their future discipline’s information practices?



Creating Narratives 03



03: Creating Convincing Research-Based Narratives

✘ Learners creating narratives for themselves - imagining 
themselves in the profession

✘ Connect with instructors to build stories together - authentic 
stories provide enriching research experiences

✘ What are the most talked about topics? Most useful evidence 
in the profession?

✘ Nuances will help you connect to your audience and help 
reinforce that librarians understand more about them then 
they realize



Example: Choose Your Own Adventure 



scenario 
example in 

survey



Quickwrite - Convincing Research-Based Narratives
Take a few minutes to write down your thoughts

✘ What are some topic ideas for research-based scenarios in 
your area?

✘ Do you have colleagues in the discipline you could partner 
with to create scenarios?

✘ What aspects would you like to include in your scenario for 
your students to wrestle with?



Advocating for Changes04



04: Advocating for Curricular Change
✘ Knowing librarians often get pulled into sessions about 

library resources and citations, consider curricular 
changes ahead of time

✘ Report back on findings and resulting ideas
✘ Follow up with individual faculty members to share 

assignment ideas and teaching activities



Example: Embedded Classes 



Hidden Data: Nurses not clicking on source

86 clicked on source 54 clicked on source



Quickwrite - Advocating for Curricular Change
Take a few minutes to write down your thoughts

✘ Who is your target audience? What arguments might work 
well for this group?

✘ What are important points to get across? 
✘ How will you avoid being the outsider coming in to tell people 

what to do?



Putting the 
Toolkit Together



● What’s next? Who are you going to talk to when you get back 
to campus?

● What literature can you look at that explains information 
habits in the workplace of your discipline? Might there be a 
way to ask a population about their information habits in the 
discipline you teach?

● What are some ways you can make your information literacy 
instruction more relevant?

● Who might be a good partner to help create an authentic, 
discipline-specific assignment?



Conclusion

✘ A collaborative group of colleagues can keep 
projects moving and make the process fun!

✘ Making changes to information literacy instruction 
is challenging without buy-in from course 
instructors and administrators.

✘ Studying literature and carrying out research in 
information literacy in a profession can be 
enlightening for you and your students.

✘ If changes to curriculum are warranted, make the 
case using evidence!



Questions
Contacts:

Brandon Patterson b.patterson@utah.edu
Anne Diekema Annediekema@suu.edu 

mailto:b.patterson@utah.edu
mailto:Annediekema@suu.edu
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